
GateHouse Logistics and Elemica Partner to
Accelerate Secure Data Sharing in Global
Chemical and Process Industries

Jesper Bennike, CEO, GateHouse
Logistics

ghTrack® joins Elemica’s Digital Supply Network that
processes more than $500 billion in commerce annually
to improve data visibility in partners’ supply chains

WAYNE, PA AND NøRRESUNDBY, USA AND DENMARK,
September 13, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Data unifier
and aggregator GateHouse Logistics A/S and Elemica,
Inc. jointly announce a partnership that will enable
global manufacturing process industries to have
improved data visibility of the assets used in their
specific supply chains. 

By integrating GateHouse Logistics’ award-winning
ghTrack data sharing service into Elemica’s network,
the processing industries can have a single,
aggregated real-time view of their shipments in transit,
regardless of the systems being used by their
transporters. It eliminates the time-consuming use of
the diverse enterprise systems to obtain such data.

“Our ghTrack service is bringing overdue data
rationality to inbound and outbound logistics in the
supply chain,” says Jesper Bennike, CEO, GateHouse
Logistics. “By integrating the service into Elemica’s
Digital Supply Network, the process industries have a
single aggregated view of all data in their supply
chains and improve business efficiency in the
process.”

”Elemica’s Digital Supply Network accepts data in whatever methods are available, bringing
together multiple data streams to provide the complete picture of a shipment transaction”, says
Cindi Hane, Vice President of Product Management at Elemica.  “The extensive network available
with ghTrack is a win for our carriers and shippers because of the speed of implementation and
quality of the data.”

The supply chain is data hungry. Businesses need to know when their loads will arrive at
destinations. They also want real time data on the condition of goods in transit, what routes are
being taken, if trailers have been penetrated. Industries need transporters to share business
critical data with them and ghTrack was developed to take all actors in the supply chain into the
smart data sharing era.

Elemica’s business network connects to the largest global process manufacturers, thousands of
their direct material suppliers, logistics service suppliers and their end customers. The network
enables the processing industries to accelerate their moves into the smart digital era. 

http://www.einpresswire.com


About Elemica

Elemica is the leading Digital Supply
Network for the process
manufacturing industries. Elemica
accelerates digital transformation by
connecting, automating, anticipating
and then transforming inter-business
supply chain processes. Launched in
2000, customers process more than
$500B in commerce annually on the
network. For more information, visit
www.elemica.com. 

About ghTrack®

ghTrack is a completely neutral and independent cloud based data sharing service leading the
way that business-critical data is securely shared across the entire supply chain. It is also the

By integrating the ghTrack
service into Elemica’s Digital
Supply Network, the process
industries have a single
aggregated view of all data
in their supply chains and
can improve business
efficiency
”

Jesper Bennike, CEO,
GateHouse Logistics

perfect foundation for emerging smart industries including
IoT developments. ghTrack brings long-wanted, real-time
end-to-end visibility to all stakeholders in the supply chain.
It aggregates position and sensor data from all modes of
transportation and presents them as one unified and
logical data stream for simple integration into any business
system. ghTrack is Europe’s most widely used and secure
data sharing service and is fully GDPR compliant. ghTrack
is a brand of GateHouse Logistics A/S. Please visit
www.ghTrack.com.
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